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• From “Missing Data” to “Causal Estimands”

• Estimands, Intercurrent events and Causality

• Estimation of “Hypothetical” Estimands: Patient-level or Group Level Imputation?

• Discussion: Sensitivity Analysis or “Sensitivity Estimand”?
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• Clinical trialists tended to avoid “causal language” despite the fact that the very idea of randomization is to establish 

causal effects of treatment

• Researchers in the “causal camp” used language unusual for people with biostatistical training (potential outcomes, 

DAGs, DO-operators).

• “Missing data” was one type of post-randomization event causing most concerns for clinical trialists. However, treatment of 

missing data was somewhat disconnected from causal estimands. Rarely distinction between missing data as such and 

treatment discontinuation/switching was made.

• The framework for missing data introduced by Rubin and Little in the context of public surveys (where no 

intervention/treatment variables existed) was often somewhat mechanistically transferred to the context of clinical trials.

• Principled methodologies developed within pharmaceutical industry for analysis of missing data in clinical trials (based on 

direct likelihood or multiple imputation) were centered around missingness mechanism (MCAR, MAR, MNAR), tacitly 

assuming the target of interest is what would have happened had all patients continued their assigned treatments.

• As the NRC 2010 report revealed the need to put “the horse” (causal estimands) in front of the “cart” (treatment of missing 

data), the next logical step is to express estimands using a unifying framework of causal language (potential outcomes).

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

From “Missing Data” to “Causal Estimands”
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• ICH E9 (R1) addendum defined the intercurrent events as a broad list of events that may occur after treatment initiation 

and either preclude observation of the variable or affect its interpretation.

• It may be useful to distinguish ICEs that 

- Broadly, preclude observing and/or interpreting the outcome (e.g. death or serious AE)

- Are specific changes in treatment regime (e.g. receiving rescue treatment, referred to as R in this presentation) 

• Examples of ICE

- death

- lack of compliance with assigned treatment

- treatment discontinuation (with or without dropping out from the study) for various reasons that may be related to 

evolving outcomes

- switching to another available treatment (e.g., rescue treatment, or a second-line treatment after the initial treatment 

failed)

- use of concomitant medication to mitigate mild side-effects, ad-on treatments

- change of dosing within randomized arms

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Intercurrent events
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• In causal literature, the closest concept to ICE is “post-randomization event” (S)

• Two types of post-randomization events that need to be accounted for in causal inference

- outcomes (AE, relapse, death) 

- changes in treatment regime (including discontinuation from assigned treatment), typically in response to the outcomes

• A general framework  of potential outcomes (PO)

- 𝑌𝑖 𝑧 , 𝑧 = 0,1, is potential outcome that would be realized if a randomly selected patient 𝑖, received treatment 𝑍 = 𝑧 , 

even if contrary to the fact. Here 𝑍=0 means control (e.g. placebo) and 𝑍=1, the experimental treatment

• Potential outcomes are connected with observed outcomes 𝑌 (“stable unit treatment value assumption”, SUTVA) 

- 𝑌𝑖 = 𝑌𝑖 1 𝑍𝑖 + 𝑌𝑖(0)(1 − 𝑍𝑖)

• In an RCT, by design 𝑌 0 and 𝑌 1 are independent of randomized treatment assignment, 𝑍

𝐸 𝑌 1 − 𝑌 0 = 𝐸 𝑌 1 ) − 𝐸(𝑌 0 =

𝐸 𝑌 1 |𝑍 = 1) − 𝐸(𝑌 0 |𝑍 = 0 =
𝐸 𝑌|𝑍 = 1) − 𝐸(𝑌|𝑍 = 0

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Causal framework and potential outcomes
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• Incorporating post-randomization events in PO

- 𝑌𝑖 𝑧, 𝑠 is a potential outcome that would be observed if an arbitrary patient 𝑖 were assigned treatment 𝑍 = 𝑧 and a post-

randomization event 𝑆 = 𝑠.

- Example, 𝑍 = 0,1 is randomized treatment (placebo or experimental drug), and 𝑆 = 0,1 actual treatment (placebo or 

experimental drug). 

• Varying degrees of “counterfactualness”

- If 𝑆 is an outcome, such as AE or Death, can we consider an outcome 𝑌𝑖 1,1 (i.e. assuming  𝑆 = 1) given that patient 

actually had no event, 𝑆 = 0 ?

- Not to mention, how can we consider a potential outcome at say 24 weeks of treatment, for a patient who died prior to 

week 24?

- If 𝑆 is a change in treatment regime (e.g. 𝑆 = 1 discontinuation), some people may find it “too counterfactual” to look at 

hypothetical outcome 𝑌𝑖 1,0 (started and completed the active treatment) if the patient in fact discontinued treatment.

› Some researchers only acknowledge “de-facto” outcomes 𝑌𝑖 1, 𝑆𝑖(1) and 𝑌𝑖 0, 𝑆𝑖(0) , 

› Do not allow manipulating with intercurrent/post-randomization events (in the second argument); that is, considering 

all 4 combinations: 𝑌𝑖 1,0 , 𝑌𝑖 1,1 , 𝑌𝑖 0,1 , 𝑌𝑖 0,1

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Causal framework and potential outcomes (cont.)
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• To make things more complicated, now we introduce dynamic treatment regimes (policies)

• Consider a trial where 𝑅 = 1 if a patient receives rescue and 𝑅 = 0, if s/he does not. 

• According to the protocol, a rescue treatment is initiated if a patient meets a certain rescue criterion based on intermediate 

outcome, 𝐿: 

- For example, 𝑅 ≡ 𝑑𝜃(𝐿) = 𝐼(𝐿 > 𝜃), where 𝑑𝜃(∙) is the treatment regime function,  𝐼(∙) is an indicator function, 𝜃 is a 

clinically relevant cutoff for relapse (lower values of 𝐿 preferred).

- We are interested in comparing potential outcomes,  𝑌(1, 𝑑𝜃(𝐿(1)) and 𝑌(0, 𝑑𝜃(𝐿(0)).

• Another example, when we are interested in patient’s outcome at study end or at a treatment terminating event, whichever 

comes first

- Define potential times to a treatment terminating event for patients randomized to control and active treatment, as 

𝑇𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝(0), 𝑇𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝(1), respectively

- The potential times to treatment terminating events or end of study period, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, are ෨𝑇 𝑧 = min 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑇𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑧 , 𝑧 =

0,1.

- Let potential outcome at an arbitrary time t, be 𝑌𝑡 𝑧 , 𝑧 = 0,1. Then outcomes associated with the dynamic regime are 

𝑌 ෨𝑇 𝑧 𝑧 , 𝑧 = 0,1.

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Dynamic treatment regimes
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• We are now in a position to “translate” the ICH E9 (R1) guidance into PO framework

• As examples, we will consider 2 types of ICE: 

- Example ICE1, “compliance” with initial treatment (in a broad sense). Let 𝑆 be the actual treatment that factors in post-

randomization compliance so for a compliant patient, 𝑆 0 = 0, 𝑆 1 = 1.

- Example ICE2; A combination of study discontinuation and rescue; 

• It is easy to construct estimands from PO’s, at least easy to write them down

- By simply taking expectation over an appropriate PO contrast

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Stating estimands/strategies for ICE using PO framework
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• Treatment policy, 𝐸[𝑌 1, 𝑆 1 − 𝑌 0, 𝑆(0 )] = 𝐸[𝑌 1 − 𝑌 0 ], effect of initial randomization to treatment (sometimes it is 

referred to as ITT)

• Composite strategy can be implemented in a variety of ways, essentially an intercurrent event (such as death, stroke, AE, 

etc.) is incorporated in the outcome. 

- E.g. for a binary outcome 𝑌, with 𝑌 = 1 meaning relapse and an intercurrent outcome 𝑆 = 1, meaning death or AE, the 

potential outcome can be redefined as ෨𝑌 𝑧 = 𝐼 𝑌 𝑧 ∗ 𝑆 𝑧 , 𝑧 = 0,1. The estimand is 𝐸[ ෨𝑌 1 − ෨𝑌 0 ].

• Hypothetical: a popular strategy in literature and clinical practice is often implemented by MMRM and somewhat 

confusingly called “MMRM estimand” or “MAR estimand” (note, this is just one of many hypothetical strategies, see later): 

- Average treatment effect, if everyone were treated vs everyone untreated, even if contrary to the fact (counterfactual), 

𝐴𝑇𝐸 = 𝐸[𝑌 1,1 − 𝑌 0,0 )].

• Principal stratification. E.g. treatment effect in “always compliers”, i.e. in a subset of patients who would comply regardless 

of whether assigned to treated or control (local average treatment effect), 𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸 = 𝐸[𝑌 1 − 𝑌 0 |𝑆 1 − 𝑆 0 = 1], 

- Note that PS is often based on an outcome event, e.g.  𝑆 = 1 lack of counter-indication, or 𝑆 = 1 means infection post 

randomization (in vaccine trials)

• While on treatment, E.g. an estimand based on dynamic treatment regime, 𝐸[𝑌 ෨𝑇 1 1 − 𝑌𝑇 0 0 ],

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Stating estimands/strategies for ICE1= compliance
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• Initiation of rescue; a patient meets rescue condition 𝑆, if  severity 𝐿𝑖 > 𝜃; therefore 𝑆 = 𝐼(𝐿𝑖 > 𝜃) as a result, based on the 

protocol a patient would have a new treatment 𝑅 = 2 (“2” means “rescue”)

• So, here the intercurrent event is a dynamic regime, specified in the protocol as 𝑆 = 1 ⇒ 𝑅 = 2

• One can consider several hypothetical scenarios or strategies (dynamic treatment regimes) for constructing estimands

- Per protocol: 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 = 0 ⇒ 𝑅 = 𝑍 , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑅 = 2 , if not meeting rescue condition, continue randomized treatment, if meeting 

rescue condition, initiate rescue;

- Hypothetical-I: 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 = 0 ⇒ 𝑅 = 𝑍 , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑅 = −1 , if not meeting rescue, continue randomized treatment, if meeting 

rescue, discontinue treatment and remain untreated (𝑅 = −1); 

- Hypothetical-II: 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 = 0 ⇒ 𝑅 = 𝑍 , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑅 = 𝑍 ; continue randomized treatment regardless of meeting rescue condition;

- Hypothetical-III: 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 = 0 ⇒ 𝑅 = 𝑍 , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑅 = 3 ; if not meeting rescue, continue randomized treatment, if meeting 

rescue, drop from the study and initiate non-study rescue therapy (𝑅 = 3);

• The treatment contrasts associated with any of these strategies/dynamic regimes are  

- δ = Y 1, 𝑅 − Y 0, 𝑅 , 

- where 𝑅 is the post-randomization treatment (as a function of 𝑆), as specified by one of the strategies.

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Stating estimands/strategies for ICE2 (initiation of rescue)
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Hypothetical strategy for switching to alternative therapy

• Estimand of interest:

𝐸(𝛿𝑖) = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖 1 𝑆𝑖 1 + 𝑌𝑖 1,−1 1 − 𝑆𝑖 1 ] − 𝐸[𝑌𝑖 0 𝑆𝑖 0 + 𝑌𝑖 0,−1 1 − 𝑆𝑖 0 ]

• 𝑌𝑖 1 and 𝑌𝑖 0 can be collected in the study (within respective treatment arms: 1-treated, 0-control). 

• 𝑌𝑖 1,−1 and 𝑌𝑖 0,−1 are PO’s for patients who started on experimental treatment and control and would end up with no 

treatment: cannot be collected for ethical reasons.

Estimator will need to make some assumptions about 𝑌𝑖 1,−1 and 𝑌𝑖 0, −1 .

• E.g., in a placebo-controlled study:

- Assume 𝑌𝑖 1,−1 and 𝑌𝑖 0,−1 come from the same distribution as 𝑌𝑖 0 ; or 

- Assume the distribution of 𝑌𝑖 1,−1 and 𝑌𝑖 0,−1 differs from that of 𝑌𝑖 0 in a specific way, e.g., by a shift in means

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Effect at Week X of randomized treatment with possible early discontinuation (S=0)
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Hypothetical strategy for switching to alternative therapy

• Estimand of interest (dropping subject index):

𝐸(𝛿) = 𝐸[𝑌 1 𝑆 1 + 𝑌 1, −1 1 − 𝑆 1 − 𝐸[𝑌 0 𝑆 0 + 𝑌 0,−1 1 − 𝑆 0 ]

• Assume 𝐸(𝑌 0,−1 ) = 𝐸(𝑌 0 ). 

𝐸(𝛿) = 𝜋 × 𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + (1 − 𝜋) × 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 − 𝜇(0)

- 𝜋 proportion of subjects who fully adhere to experimental treatment for the duration of the study

- 𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 mean outcome of subjects on experimental treatment who fully adhere (identifiable)

- 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 mean outcome of subjects on experimental treatment who discontinue early (nonidentifiable)

- 𝜇(0) mean outcome of subjects on placebo treatment (identifiable)

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Effect at Week X of randomized treatment with possible early discontinuation
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Pattern Mixture Model (PMM) framework

𝐸 𝛿 = 𝜋 × 𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + (1 − 𝜋) × 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 − 𝜇(0)

• Pattern mixture models with identifying restrictions provide a framework to link identifiable model components to 

unidentifiable ones through assumptions about similarities/differences of the underlying distributions.

• In our example, 𝜇(1,−1)|S=0 can be identified by applying assumptions, e.g.,

- Assume similarities of distributions of 𝑌 1,−1 and  𝑌 0 , possibly with a mean shift

- Available data for 𝑌 0 can provide an imputation model for 𝑌 1, −1

› i.e., placebo group serves as reference distribution (pattern) for experimental arm non-adherers

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Estimation with identifying restrictions
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PMMs with imputations

• Subject-level imputation of values at Week X for all subjects who discontinued prior to Week X:

- “Single Imputation” (used in the past – not anymore)

› E.g., impute mean of placebo subjects estimated from placebo completers at Week X

› Pretends imputed data are real without accounting for uncertainty/variability in imputed values

- Multiple Imputation

› Impute multiple times by sampling from a posterior predictive distribution of placebo subjects at Week X

› Accounts for uncertainty/variability in imputed values

• Group-level imputation (no subject-level imputation)

› Use likelihood-based approaches and compute treatment contrast substituting inestimable least squares means by 

estimable ones

› Variance estimation needs to take into account assumptions for inestimable components 

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Placebo group as reference distribution (pattern) for experimental arm non-adherers
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Multiple Imputation-based estimation methods

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Reference-based imputation

Several variants of MI-

based PMMs for 

reference-based and 

tipping point analyses, 

e.g., J2R, CR, CIR

MI-based PMMs for 

reference-based and 

tipping point analyses 

(mostly for continuous 

and categorical data)
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Multiple Imputation-based estimation methods

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Reference-based imputation

MI-based PMMs for 

reference-based 

imputation with recurrent 

events data

MI-based PMMs for 

delta-adjusted 

imputation / tipping point 

with survival data
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Direct Likelihood-based estimation methods

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Reference-based (least squares) mean imputation

SAS (Proc MIXED) 

implementation with 

delta-approximation 

variance estimation Likelihood-based and 

Bayesian methods using 

linear combination of model 

parameters for treatment 

contrast at one time point
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Direct Likelihood-based estimation methods

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Reference-based (least squares) mean imputation

Proc MIXED implementation of 

control-based imputation with 

shift adjustment for treatment 

contrast at a single time point

Extension of likelihood 

placebo-based method as 

linear combination of 

parameters from a 

longitudinal model 
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Example

• Dataset patterned after a clinical trial in major depressive disorder

• 2 treatment arms: placebo and experimental 

• Primary endpoint: Hamilton Depression Scale, HAM-D-17 total score (lower values are better)

• Time points: Baseline, Weeks 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8

• Study completion rates: Placebo = 77%; Experimental = 63%

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Major Depressive Disorder
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Example (cont.)

• Condition tends to improve over time without treatment / on placebo.

• Partial improvement matters, initial response to treatment can help further improvement, relapse to baseline is not 

expected in all subjects after treatment discontinuation.

• Estimand of interest: Effect at Week 8 of randomized treatment (alone, not confounded with any rescue) with possible 

early discontinuation.

• With multitude of available treatments, not ethical to require patients to remain on study untreated.

• ICE of early discontinuation and switching to non-study therapy is handled with the hypothetical strategy (as previously 

discussed)

- representing a desired experimental conditions which cannot be implemented for ethical reasons.

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Major Depressive Disorder
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Estimators considered in this presentation

• Subject-level imputation using single imputation of mean of placebo completers (not recommended, applied to obtain a 

point of reference for variance estimation) 

• Subject-level imputation using multiple imputation (M=300) with Unconditional Reference (UR)*

- variance estimation with Rubin’s combination rule

- variance estimation with bootstrap (2000 bootstrap samples, each multiply imputed M=10 times ) [Bootstrap MI]

• Group-level imputation using likelihood-based method that “imputes” mean of experimental arm non-adherers with the 

mean of control (placebo) group

- variance estimation as per Mehrotra, Liu, Permutt (2017) [LB-MLP] 

- variance estimation using an alternative approach

* Multiple imputation with Unconditional Reference: imputation model estimated from placebo group with subject’s baseline as the only predictor for 
imputed values.

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Subject-level vs. group-level imputation
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Estimators considered in this presentation

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

MI: Rubin’s variance estimator vs. bootstrap-based variance

• We consider MI with variance estimate using Rubin’s rule as well as bootstrap-based MI variance 

- as suggested in literature Rubin’s estimate can be overly conservative.

• Rubin’s rule: combines between and within imputation variability from M imputed data sets …

• Bootstrap MI (Rubin’s rule not used): 

- Obtain bootstrap datasets 𝑏 = 1,… , 𝐵 by sampling with replacement from the original data.

› Fit a MI model and obtain imputed datasets 𝑚 = 1,… ,𝑀 from each bootstrap dataset

» Estimate treatment difference in each imputed dataset: መ𝛿𝑚,𝑏

› Estimate treatment difference for each bootstrap dataset:  ҧ𝛿𝑏 =
1

𝑀
σ𝑚=1
𝑀 መ𝛿𝑚,𝑏, 

- Estimate standard error of the MI point estimator for the treatment difference from bootstrap: 

› V𝑎𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑀𝐼 =
1

𝐵−1
σ𝑏=1
𝐵 ҧ𝛿𝑏 − መ𝛿𝐵

2

› where መ𝛿𝐵 =
1

𝐵
σ𝑏=1
𝐵 ҧ𝛿𝑏 (bootstrap mean)
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Example

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Some Results – Focus on Estimated Variance 

Change from Baseline to Week 8 in HAM-D-17 Total Score 

Difference of Experimental vs. Placebo 

Imputation Method LS Mean SE p-value

Subject-level single imputation (impute with mean of placebo completers) -2.84 0.86 0.0010

Subject-level multiple imputation (UR) - Rubin’s variance -3.08 1.15 0.0076

Group-level imputation (LB-MLP) -3.26 0.77 <0.0001

Variance from the group-level imputation LB-MLP method

is smaller than with subject-level multiple imputation - Rubin’s (more efficient !?)

… and even smaller than with subject-level single imputation (why ?)
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Quick Sidebar: Contrived example under MAR

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

All subjects adhere, but some are missing completely at random

• Before we investigate variance estimation in the control-based imputation setting, let’s see how multiple imputation 

compares to likelihood-based analysis when data are Missing (Completely) at Random.

• We would expect variance to increase with missing data, regardless of assumptions about the missing values and 

regardless of estimation method.
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Quick Sidebar: Contrived example under MAR

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

All subjects adhere, but some are missing completely at random

• In our contrived example, we know that all subjects adhere but some data are MCAR.

• Estimand of interest: Effect at Week 8 of randomized treatment when all subjects adhere.

• In this case, MI with MAR-based imputations and MMRM analysis can be used. 
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Quick Sidebar: Contrived Example under MAR

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

All subjects adhere, but some are missing completely at random

Change from Baseline to Week 8 in HAM-D-17 Total Score 

Difference of Experimental vs. Placebo 

Missingness / Analysis Method
LS 

Mean
SE p-value

Fully observed / MMRM -4.39 1.17 0.0003

20% missing / MMRM -4.39 1.25 0.0006

20% missing / Multiple imputation (MAR) - Rubin’s Variance -4.33 1.26 0.0006

20% missing / Multiple imputation (MAR) - Bootstrap MI Variance -4.28 1.23 NA

➢ Both MMRM and MI-based analyses have comparable variances.

➢ All have larger variance when some data are missing compared to analysis with fully observed data:

Reflect loss of information due to missing data.
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Back to the main story

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Variance with control-based imputation

Estimand of interest:       

𝐸 𝛿 = 𝜋 × 𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + (1 − 𝜋) × 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 − 𝜇(0)
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Contrived Example: Non-adherence with unobserved outcomes 

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Non-adherers who have outcomes as if not treated (~ placebo)

Change from Baseline to Week 8 in HAM-D-17 Total Score 

Difference of Experimental vs. 

Placebo 

Missingness / Analysis Method
LS 

Mean
SE p-value

20% non-adherers, fully observed / MMRM -3.78 1.21 0.0021

20% non-adherers / Group-level imputation, LB-MLP -3.64 1.04 0.0004

20% non-adherers / Subject-level multiple imputation (UR) - Rubin’s Variance -3.44 1.30 0.0078

20% non-adherers / Subject-level multiple imputation (UR) - Bootstrap MI Variance -3.44 1.02 NA

➢ Group-level imputation LB-MLP’s variance is smaller than variance from fully observed data (observed after switch 

to no treatment)

➢ Subject-level MI - Rubin’s variance is higher than variance from fully observed case, reflecting loss of information

➢ Subject-level Bootstrap MI variance is similar to group-level imputation LB-MLP
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Change from Baseline to Week 8 in HAM-D-17 Total Score 

Difference of Experimental vs. 

Placebo 

Missingness / Analysis Method LS Mean SE p-value

100% non-adherers / Group-level imputation, LB-MLP 0 0 ?

100% non-adherers / Subject-level multiple imputation (UR) - Rubin’s Variance -0.02 1.77 0.99

100% non-adherers / Subject-level multiple imputation (UR) - Bootstrap MI Variance -0.01 0.38 NA

Contrived Example: Non-adherence with unobserved outcomes 

Ilya Lipkovich & Bohdana Ratitch – MBSW  2018

Extreme case – 100 % non-adherers in experimental arm, all adhere in placebo arm

➢ Group-level imputation LB-MLP method has zero variance (as it estimates treatment contrast with certainty!) 

➢ Algebraically correct, but what kind of variance is it? Sampling variance cannot be zero.

➢ Subject-level MI with Rubin’s rule has higher variance than fully observed case and higher than with 20% non-

compliers: more uncertainty with for more missing data.

➢ Subject-level MI with Bootstrap MI variance is very small but non-zero… 

➢ Is likelihood-based variance incorrect? 

➢ Is Rubin’s variance too large?
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Closer look at group-level imputation

Estimand: 𝐸 𝛿 = 𝜋 × 𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + (1 − 𝜋) × 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 − 𝜇(0)

Assume Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 = Ƹ𝜇(0) + 𝑐 (𝑐 is a shift, but we will assume 𝑐 = 0 for this discussion):

መ𝛿𝐿𝐵−𝑀𝐿𝑃 = ො𝜋 × [ Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 − Ƹ𝜇 0 ]

𝑉𝑎𝑟 መ𝛿𝐿𝐵−𝑀𝐿𝑃 =
ෝ𝜋(1−ෝ𝜋)

𝑛
+ ො𝜋2 𝑉𝑎𝑟 Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + 𝑉𝑎𝑟 Ƹ𝜇 0 +

ෝ𝜋(1−ෝ𝜋)

𝑛
( Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 − Ƹ𝜇 0 )

2
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E.g., following (Mehrotra et al., 2017) – a more efficient estimator?

➢ As the proportion of adherers ො𝜋 → 0, variance of the treatment difference → 0. 

➢ However: had we fully observed data under the desired experimental conditions, sampling variance for treatment 

difference would never be 0 even if 𝑌 0 and𝑌 1,−1 truly come from the same distribution.
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Where does the reduction in variance come from?
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መ𝛿 = ො𝜋 Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + 1 − ො𝜋 Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 − Ƹ𝜇(0)

𝑉 መ𝛿 = 𝑉 𝐸 መ𝛿| ො𝜋 + 𝐸 𝑉 መ𝛿 ො𝜋

𝑉 𝐸 መ𝛿| ො𝜋 =
ො𝜋 1 − ො𝜋

𝑛
𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 − 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0

2

𝐸 𝑉 መ𝛿 ො𝜋 = 𝐸 ො𝜋2𝑉 Ƹ𝜇1|𝑐=1) + 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 (1 − ො𝜋)2+𝑉 Ƹ𝜇 0 − 2 1 − ො𝜋 Co𝑣 Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0, Ƹ𝜇 0

=
π 1−π

𝑛
+ 𝜋2 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1) +

π 1−π

𝑛
+ (1 − 𝜋2) 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0) + 𝑉 Ƹ𝜇 0 − 2 1 − π Co𝑣 Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0, Ƹ𝜇 0

(1) If we assume Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 = Ƹ𝜇 0 , then Co𝑣 Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0, Ƹ𝜇 0 = 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇 0 )

(2) if we assume that Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 and Ƹ𝜇 0 come from two independent sources, Co𝑣 Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0, Ƹ𝜇 0 =0

We need to postpone the control imputation until the last step of variance derivation
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Where does the reduction in variance come from?
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መ𝛿 = ො𝜋 Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + 1 − ො𝜋 Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 − Ƹ𝜇(0)

Replace unknown quantities with their unbiased estimates and apply placebo mean imputation, Ƹ𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 = Ƹ𝜇 0 :

(1) 𝑉𝑀𝐿𝑃
𝛿 =

ෝ𝜋 1−ෝ𝜋

𝑛
+ ෝ𝜋2 𝑉 ො𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + 𝑉(ො𝜇(0)) +

ෝ𝜋 1−ෝ𝜋

𝑛
Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 − Ƹ𝜇(0)

2

if ො𝜋=0, 𝑉𝑀𝐿𝑃
መ𝛿 = 0

(2)  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑡 መ𝛿 =
ෝ𝜋 1−ෝ𝜋

𝑛
+ ො𝜋2 𝑉 Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇(0)) + 2 (1 − ො𝜋) 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇(0)) +

ෝ𝜋 1−ෝ𝜋

𝑛
Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 − Ƹ𝜇(0)

2

if ො𝜋=0,   𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑡 መ𝛿 = 2 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇(0))

The LB-MLP variance 

estimator

The alternative variance 

estimator

We need to postpone the control imputation until the last step of variance derivation
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Justification of “super-efficiency” of LB-MLP variance estimator

𝐸 𝛿 = 𝜋 × 𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + (1 − 𝜋) × 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0 − 𝜇 0

Another look at LB-MLP: Applying sensitivity analysis assumption 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0= 𝜇 0 at estimand’s

level results in a different estimand (“shrinkage” estimand):

𝐸 𝛿 = 𝜋 × 𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 + (1 − 𝜋) × 𝜇 0 − 𝜇 0 = 𝜋 × 𝜇(1)|𝑆=1−𝜇 0

መ𝛿𝐿𝐵−𝑀𝐿𝑃 = ො𝜋 × [ Ƹ𝜇(1)|𝑆=1 − Ƹ𝜇 0 ]
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From (Mehrotra et al., 2017):

The analysis essentially removes the between-pattern variability when calculating the 

variance of the estimated overall drug mean while the standard MMRM analysis assumes 

a single mean pattern and hence doses not have the opportunity for a variance reduction
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A different view …
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E.g., Carpenter et al. (2013) – response to comments by Seaman et al. (2014)

Fully observed SE: does not 

change with % non-adherers

MI variance with Rubin’s rule: 

increases with % non-adherers/ 

missing

MI empirical (simulation) 

variance: decreases with % non-

adherers/missing;

Similar for likelihood-based and 

bootstrap MI variance.
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Back to the original data example
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Alternative variance estimate for group-level imputation with likelihood-based analysis

Change from Baseline to Week 8 in HAM-D-17 Total Score 

Difference of Experimental vs. Placebo 

Imputation Method LS Mean SE p-value

Subject-level single imputation (impute with mean of placebo completers) -2.84 0.86 0.0010

Subject-level multiple imputation (UR), Rubin’s variance estimator -3.08 1.15 0.0076

Group-level imputation, (LB-MLP) -3.26 0.77 <0.0001

Group-level imputation, likelihood-based control-based mean imputation 

with alternative variance estimator

-3.26 1.11 0.0019

The alternative variance estimator for group-level imputation 

likelihood-based method (right-hand side on the previous slide) is 

comparable to the subject-level MI with Rubin’s variance.
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Multiple Imputation – Rubin’s variance vs bootstrap MI variance?
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Extreme case – 100 % non-adherers in experimental arm, all adhere in placebo arm

Standard Error (SE)

Group-level imputation

LB-MLP

Subject-level MI (UR) - Rubin’s

M=300

Subject-level MI (UR) - Bootstrap MI 

M=10, B=2000

0 1.77 0.38

➢ Why is Bootstrap SE so small for control-based imputation?

➢ Examine the correlation 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟( Ƹ𝜇1, Ƹ𝜇0) between estimates Ƹ𝜇1 and Ƹ𝜇0 of outcome means in each treatment group 

across 𝐵 bootstrap samples. In this example, 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 Ƹ𝜇1, Ƹ𝜇0 = 0.92. 

➢ 𝑆𝐸 መ𝛿 = 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇1) + 𝑉( Ƹ𝜇0) − 2𝐶𝑜𝑣 Ƹ𝜇1, Ƹ𝜇0 = 0.89 + 0.72 − 2 ∗ 0.73 = 0.38

➢ Correlation is large as data used for Ƹ𝜇𝑏,𝑇 are imputed from the model estimated from the same data as used 

for Ƹ𝜇𝑏,0 Bootstrap picks up that correlation through repeated sampling.  
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Multiple Imputation – Rubin’s variance vs bootstrap MI variance?

• Rubin’s variance is based on the full-data analysis model that assumes data in the two treatment groups are independent 

- as they would be by design if we had actually collected all data. 

• Rubin’s rule then essentially averages these variances, each blind to the correlation induced by the imputation process. 

• Bootstrap MI, on the other hand, computes variance purely from repeated sampling, in which case the correlation between 

the two arms in the imputed data is naturally incorporated.
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Why is Bootstrap MI variance so small compared to Rubin’s variance?
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Summary

• It has been suggested that group-level imputation using likelihood-based methods with “shrunk” variance results in improved 

efficiency.

• Upon closer examination, estimators discussed today address different estimands.

• The estimand addressed by LB-MLP assumes identity of means of placebo subjects and non-adherers, without any 

uncertainty around this assumption and any sampling variability expected in a real clinical trial.

- Estimand definition does not include all randomized subjects.

- LB-MLP variance is smaller than if data were fully observed (and smaller than with subject-level single mean imputation).

- LB-MLP variance estimator shrinks to zero as the proportion of subjects with outcomes unobserved under desired 

conditions increases.

• The estimand addressed by the multiple imputation methods with Rubin’s variance as well as the alternative group-level 

imputation likelihood-based approach reflects the independence of the two treatment groups in the experimental design.

- Estimand definition includes all randomized subjects.

- Rubin’s variance (and alternative likelihood-based variance) is larger than if data were fully observed, reflecting loss of 

information.

- Rubin’s variance (and alternative likelihood-based variance) increases with the proportion of subjects with outcomes 

unobserved under desired experimental conditions.
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Appropriate Estimators for Various Clinical Trial Estimands
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Discussion: Sensitivity Analysis or a “Sensitivity Estimand”? 

• Historically “sensitivity analysis” was used for almost any variation on the “primary analysis”.

• Following the NRC 2010 report on missing data, sensitivity analysis was framed as analysis under varying untestable

assumptions, e.g. governing missingness mechanism. A sensitivity analysis involves sensitivity parameter(s), not 

estimable from the data alone.

• Typically we would think of a cluster of sensitivity analyses addressing the same estimand under varying assumptions

• However, often the same sensitivity analysis can be thought of as a sensitivity analysis for estimand A and a primary 

analysis for estimand B.

- For example, a pattern-mixture model implemented via MI with a sensitivity parameter quantifying how worse the 

outcomes for patients who were lost to follow up are compared to patients with similar history, can be thought of as

› Sensitivity analysis for a hypothetical estimand that targets outcomes expected if such patients would have completed 

the trial under MNAR (implementing “a worst case scenario”)

› Primary analysis for a different estimand, that targets outcomes assuming patients who discontinued treatment are 

left untreated
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Does sensitivity analysis introduce a different hypothetical estimand?
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Discussion: Sensitivity Analysis or a “Sensitivity Estimand”?

• While different hypothetical estimands may be legitimate targets, as considered in this presentation, it is important to 

understand that in absence of data required by the estimand, the analysis has to necessarily follow a path of sensitivity 

analysis with a sensitivity parameter not estimable from the data.

- E.g. outcomes for patients left untreated are not available for ethical reasons

- In our example, such parameter was 𝑐 = 𝜇(1,−1)|𝑆=0−𝜇(0), and we assumed for simplicity that 𝑐 = 0

• An important consideration is that one cannot just plug-in the sensitivity assumptions in the estimand, obtain a new 

estimand (under sensitivity assumption) and proceed to its estimation

- In our example this led to replacing the original estimand with a “sensitivity estimand” that had a form of a shrinkage 

estimand whose value was known to be 0 with certainty if all patients on the experimental treatment arm would 

discontinue treatment

- This led to a reduced variance estimator that ignored the sampling variability that would be inherent in any estimator of 

the original estimand
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Does sensitivity analysis introduce a different hypothetical estimand?
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